
WRITING A NOVEL PROPOSAL TEMPLATE

A multi-published author shares his proven book proposal template along with detailed instructions on how to write a
book proposal that will get.

Where would your book be placed in a bookstore? And my angle was a good one. If you understand these two
things, the book proposal format makes perfect sense: 1. Ultimately, why will people want to buy it? Even
here, do bear in mind your audience. Writing skills: Can you write decently? An Introduction As well as
sample chapters and a detailed outline, I strongly favour including the introduction that you intend to appear in
the final finished book. If so, you might want to research the market of people who believe in zombies and
apocalypses. Signaling you understand traditional publishing and media The irrationality of a book proposal is
actually a feature, not a bug. Assuming you can write really well, the ceiling price for your book proposal will
be determined by its subject matter. You will want to provide data on at least 5 comparable titles, but 10
would be a better number to aim for. What are these child-monks about to teach this Westerner? He was
passionate about his knowledge. The overview should only focus on the content of the book enough so that the
editor understands what the book will say. You can use this section to colorfully describe why your book will
be an exciting addition to the current literary market. There are dozens of dud proposals for every one good
one, so any publisher will want to know: Subject: What do you want to write about? Do note that publisher
have pretty high standards here. Born in a mud hut without shoes, water, or power, he struggled after the
genocide to gain an education and to learn to forgive the killers. Come join us. You want to create a Table of
Contents for your book, with a quick description of what will be in each chapter. Both aren't great takeaways.
Their wants drive what you need to give them. And they are, quite honestly, a pain in the ass to write. At
others, not so much. They are illogical. If you can get your actual writing to strike the right seductive tone, you
will succeed. So why wait? I want to know about that! What this means for you is one thing: Your book
proposal must convince the editor and publisher that you have tens of thousands of people waiting to buy your
book.


